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Dr. PLUS, a comprehensive section on selecting the proper doctor for your son or daughter, step-
by-step instructions for knowing when to call a doctor, plus much more. Robert Mendelsohn,
famous pediatrician and author advises parents on house treatment and medical diagnosis of colds
and flus, childhood illnesses, eyesight and hearing problems, allergy symptoms, and more.
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Don't be misled.As an adult, I can relate with many topics discussed in the reserve... I learned about
this publication from a proven Master Herbalist with years of clinical (pure plant based protocols)
encounter helping people heal themselves, including me. If for no other cause, read this book to
safeguard children. Dr. Mendolsohn's function was relevant then and remains so now (2015).
Nutritionists/dieticians can't say that clean meals will reverse disease, but they can say it could
prevent certain diseases.begin reading a book online until it's delivered. The initial few chapters
illustrate this point: 1: THE MAJORITY OF THINGS Get Better By Morning, 3: How Doctors Can
Make Healthy Kids Sick, 4: Protecting Your Children Before They Are Born (ought to be integrated
into high school science, health insurance and phys ed classes and after school programs for
teenagers, with parental consent) and 5: Proper Diet For HEALTH INSURANCE AND Growth..
Throughout a physical a couple of years ago, which was my last "routine examination" because I
realized they were unnecessary, a nurse attempted to hustle me into purchasing vaccines. Perfect
book for each and every parent. There is a price to pay for blindly volunteering to be part of a test
with harmful consequences (Rx usage, x-rays/scans, "exploratory" surgery, etc. It was my go-to
reserve when my kids were ill This is my first go-to home medical reference when my children were
ill, which was not so often - none of these were vaxxed at all. I highly recommend it!. Free your
brain, exercise common sense and educate yourself.. I am way prior to the vaccine game as I am
acquainted with the secret vaccine courtroom run by the feds, I really believe parents that possess
proof of injuries (anecdotal is certainly all I want) to their children post-vaccination and my pox
knowledge is plenty of to continue to opt out as a grown-up. Kudos to Dr. Tenpenny (reading her
state no to vaccines book next) and all of the parents out there that have posted state laws and
regulations and opt out information when it comes to vaccines as a per-requisite for school
(vaccines aren't mandatory for kids so assert your parental rights).A great overview of the scientific
function of fever in disease, and the roll of liquid intake during illness...you get what you pay for.
Once I started my healing trip (fired all improperly qualified doctors on paper) and moved nearer to
character by changing everything I was eating, drinking and considering, I got better quickly. After
coping with the medical establishment and almost dying "under doctor's care" a couple of years
ago, I could say that is clearly a true statement.. I'd love to possess all pediatricians as dedicated as
Dr.. And they are as healthy as is usually to this day."Key To Health: Stay Away From Doctors"
(page 23)When I began to read this section We shook my mind in agreement and smiled... Wise
elders that I paid attention to over the previous few years all said the same thing. I take advantage
of this for baby shower celebration gifts!" I was shaking my head in agreement once again. So I
politely informed her that I was vaccinated as a kid AND hadn't one but two battles with the not so
childhood disease that is the chickenpox. That finished the vaccine hustle immediately.. You don’t
have to live in fear!." "This position is shared by many other doctors who have been moved to look
objectively at the outcomes they have experienced within their own practices rather than continue to
acknowledge hat they discovered in medical college.The wise doctor also says: "I understand it
might be difficult so that you can accept the fact that. Vegan doctors such as retired 100 year old
heart doctor Dr. Ellsworth Wareham is definitely a doctor I pay attention to and respect for obvious
factors, along with others that chose to acknowledge experience as the instructor and educate
patients accordingly. The book is outdated in a few areas because medicine offers advanced, but I
love his perspective on medication and his suggestions for treatment OMG. Wow. Mendelsohn's
stage that it is indeed difficult to trust that doctors (minus a small few) are harming the general public
most importantly because they refuse to believe the real science, practical encounter/proven
outcomes in the bodies and lives of real people. Listen to smart elders like Dr. Pam for including that
important dialogue in her publication "My Life In Three Works", which speaks to Dr. EASILY had not



browse it with my very own eye I would not need believed it.To add insult to injury, licensees
(doctors, nurses, dieticians/nutritionists, et al) cannot legally say certain items. Mendolsohn and
consider decisive action by carrying out everything in your capacity to protect kids from avoidable
harm. but liked that there is a doctor backing them up This is my go-to book when I'm wanting to
read up on things for my children. This book is for individuals 18 years aged +, with and without
kids, with the ability to read, comprehend and believe logically. I recommend this reserve to all fresh
(and seasoned) parents! Therefore will 13 (8oz) glasses of fresh pressed organic carrot juice, 3
organic plant structured meals, medicinal herbal products and yoga, on a DAILY basis, for life. To
be even clearer, clean meals is chemical free, animal/seafood free, could be eaten in its natural
condition (as grown) or is usually gently cooked (rice, coffee beans, peas, gently steamed meals)
and will, certainly, cleanse, nourish, heal, reinforce and protect your body. Clean food are available
at your neighborhood farmers market so be sure to start shopping there this week.Independence
must be alive and good elsewhere because it is nowhere found in the US when it comes to health
and healing. Don't be misled by the title or publication date. Great Amazon feature. In times when
we no more trust our very own instincts and understanding as parents, this books is simply an ideal
guide through coping with illnesses in a way that we can also protect our kids from unnecessary
and often dangerous interventions. We don't treat fevers unless they're actually high (extremely
uncommon) and even after that, we try other activities first. When a doctor explained my 10 yr aged
child had athsma, I considered Dr Mendelsohn who recommended a full and thorough cleaning of
her room including pulling up the rug and acquiring down the drapes. I'm so thankful to Ms. Dentists
can't tell the reality (mercury fillings are dangerous), but when you have them taken out dentists are
wearing hazmat suits to remove mercury fillings because they're indeed dangerous, pollute and
harm the human body, hence the hazmat equipment and strict removal techniques. She was on me
such as a mad doggie until my voice went up a few decibels interrupting her intense sales pitch
with a firm, across the board, "no" following the pox story.AM BrownFinance TeacherP.S. They
didn't ask to come here.so I am speaking with adults that are and also have home schooled AND
have home schooled kids in college, to learn more from successful parents...In the book what
"pediatrician" and "child" can very easily be changed with "doctor/PCP/OB-GYN" and "person"
because his straight talk wireless, sage advice, working experience and keen analyses, is for all to
consider. Love that! I would love to have all pediatricians as dedicated as Dr We once had a
pediatrician rail at me for liking this book-but I stand by my dedication to it.. Mendelsohn is definitely
in assisting those interested in learning to be a even more astute, observant parent in the
partnership of assisting health in our children. This publication is crucial read. who was simply
around before antibiotics and also has a good deal with on the healing features of the individual
body-along with what to consider should choices for treatment need to become more invasive than
meals, fluid and rest requirements. I went to public school. A "cry from the wilderness" to get calm
rationality and traditional perspective in the frightening milieu of crisis management style medical care
that dominates our society today. I had no idea what the nurse was discussing because I did not
know there have been "adult" vaccines and I never bought in to the flu shot frenzy. A must read for
every parent who wants to protect their children This book has been so enlightening and
empowering. As a teacher, I see too many children and dependents suffering as a result of ignorant
adults that won't simply listen, learn, think and work logically. It revealed information that continue to
be a reality more than ever. It's eyes opening, and also teaches you how exactly to identify and
react to serious situations. I have 3 kids and have been progressively searching for other ways to
handle day to day things with them concerning their wellness. Oncologists can't legally recommend
a real plant based detox and herbal remedies to cleanse your body and blood to "fight" cancer, but



they spook sufferers into injecting medicines (chemo) that are known carcinogens and may cause
death, but by no means give individuals the created literature that says the dangers, in writing! I
have never written an assessment but knowing that I would be motivating somebody to receive the
precious info this doctor gives, I felt I got to do it. In general, we have a very hands-off approach to
ailments. It is much easier to prevent disease and involuntary encounters with the medical
establishment and "law enforcement". Exactly what I was looking for Exactly what I needed! We visit
a local doctor that also suggested this publication to us because he takes a holistic approach to
medicine aswell. I'm not in the medical occupation so I'm right here to let you know, yes, an apple a
time could keep the doctor away. It is also a great gift to provide at baby showers :). People are
always a little surprised by the name, but once you read it you can observe how many fears it
could settle, and how much better you can experience not really running to the physician for every
tiny little point your kid does. It's such a waste materials of money and time! Be kind to yourself and
read this publication :). Dr Mendelsohn Rules! I found this book invaluable when We was raising my
kids in the 1980s-90s therefore i ordered a new copy for my daughter-in-regulation. As adults we
are responsible for doing everything within our power to protect kids and dependents. Actually, I
never took some of them to the doctor, no, none of the foolish 'well baby visits', they certainly are a
unfortunate joke. This book is for just about any parent seeking an alternative solution to childhood
illnesses. Still the best Yes, this is written in 1987, thus some things may have gotten outdated, but
even now, we'd all be far better off following Mendelsohn's information after that any current doctor
I've ever browse or met. He is still the best! Every parent needs this book! That is a life changing
read!.). In a single week my child was completely healed! Awesome reserve. This book, plus a few
all purpose in the home medical manuals (I raised my children in the 90s, ten years prior to the
internet became widespread therefore i needed a few books on the shelf), was all I used to treat
my children. The vaccine chapter in the reserve is insightful. Great info I enjoyed the book. They all
came through just fine and today with real lifetime immunity - except right now with the chicken pox
vaxx leading to shingles, this is a genuine risk since adults no longer get their 'boosters' when you
are exposed to the existing crop of children with the pox. I was looking around at vaxx books and
noticed this and Dr. Mendelsohn's books recreate fond memories. Also examine Confessions of a
Medical Heretic. Two awesome books. Fabulous! It really is absolutely fantastic in order to give this
book to my children as it was the publication that gave me personally the data and confidence to
hear my instincts when raising them!! We as parents could make more wellness decisions than we
think that! SIDEBAR: Insurance Is normally a kind of payment so do not be misled basically because
the total bill is not the patient/consumer's upfront financial responsibility. Stay away from doctors and
hospitals unless it is a real crisis (strike by a mack vehicle, unconscious and sizzling hot pepper
powder or tincture under the tongue didn't work to regenerate me). If you want to understand the
fitness of your kids more then that is a tool for you personally! And, yes, each of them had
whooping cough, chicken pox and a few other 'deadly' childhood diseases, spread by the vaxxed
neighbor kids who were always ill with something. This book really just re-affirmed most of the
things we had currently known, but enjoyed that there is a doctor backing them up, and it's really in
writing therefore we are able to reference it as often as we have to. In Pam Grier's memoir, her ivy
group doctor told her in secrecy (since it could have ruined his popularity otherwise) that there is
nothing more that western medication could perform (prepare to die with cancer if you don't follow
through on the right way to heal tumor) and REFERRED her to a Chinese Herbalist! THIS BOOK
CHANGES YOUR LIFE So happy I was told about this book. Significantly has changed my thought
process. First time mom right here and I'm happy I can read this and also take control of my baby's
health with natural approach instead of running to the hospital right away.If you provide good



nourishment and lifestyle habits as part of your parenting ideal, this reserve will give you a good
outline of common disease patterns and what supportive treatment to provide from a Dr.
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